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Jenson: The Compassionate Seer: Wallace Stegner's Literary Artist

compassionate seer
stegners
ners literary artist
Steg
wallace steggers

the

sid jenson
artist is not a word I1 like it has been
adopted by crackpots and abused by pretenders and debased
by people with talent but no humility in its capital A form
it is the hallmark of that peculiarly repulsive sin of arrogance
by which some practitioners of the arts retaliate for public
neglect or compensate for personal inadequacy 1I use it here
only because there is no other word for the serious maker
in words or stone or sound or colors
wallace stegner
fiction A lens on life

the

word

paul horgan speaking about the art and discipline of
writing says

we

must go beyond the pencil boxes as it were and look
beyond the page to consider the writers vision of life which
all simple and habitual mechanics of writing exist to serve
where many literary workers fall short of making significant
works is just where spiritual values come into focus in a
point of view

wallace stegner 1I am sure would agree 1I am also sure that
stegner would agree with mr horgan when he says

the

modern world becomes increasingly
spiritual life of the modem
fragmented modern writers like everybody else long for
a nourishing explanation of life but all too many turn to
incomincog
recent and fugitive systems of imposing orderly but incom
plete designs upon life s teeming and elusive variety and in

was first presented at the annual meeting of the western literature association in austin texas october 1973
dr jensen is professor of english at church college of hawaii
paul
aul horgan the way to writing intellectual digest 3 july 1970

this paper

57

248
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doing so seem to lose the deepest well of their inspiration
and their artistic intuition 2

mr horgan concludes his comment about the source of man

s

creative powers with this comment

when aesthetic perception approaches

its fullest realization
it is akin to man s religious vision whatever form this may
take faith is a supernatural grace the true artist is he
who knows without learning his own intuition is closer to
the supernatural than it is to any prevailing temper of the

modern culture 3
pluralistic and pragmatic modem

wallace stegner may not agree with every letter and line
quoted above but 1I am sure he would agree with the tenor
and tone with the basic point of view paul horgan has toward the creative artist
non religious
wallace stegner has been described as a nonreligious
humanist 4 but his theory of literary art is based on a belief in
literature which is not unlike the religious faith that jonathan
edwards had in the divine and supernatural light or the
faith that ralph waldo emerson had in reason or that
the devout mormon has in the holy ghost stegner s literary beliefs center on the idea that the aesthetic experience is
a private subjective mystical experience that is never quite
communicable 5 and that the aesthetic experience is not subject to empirical verification art has its own peculiar sort of
unverif labie
table
tabie knowledge of things as
truth the ancient and unverifiable
experience 6 and this truth is just as important as and is complementary
plemen tary to measurable scientific truth the artist for stegner is the man aware 7 the man who can record the knowledge of things as experienced but today we live in the age
of the transistor and too often ignore or distrust the subjective
mystical experience and says stegner this makes us like little
children trying to spell the word god with the wrong
blocks

8

ibid
ibid
bid
ames L clayton from pioneers to provincials mormonism as seen by
james
wallace stegner dialogue A journal of mormon thought 1 winter 1966

ill
lii
ili
iii
111

wallace
wailace stegner
24 may 1958 43
6ibid
bibid
bid p 10
lo
ibid p 9

one way to spell man

the

saturday review 41

ibid
bid
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another contemporary problem with the creative artist is
from the western writer s square naive
that he has quit
point of view the trouble with modern man as he reads about
him in fiction is that modern man has quit 9 the modern
literary generation specializes in despair hostility hypersexu
aliby
ality and disgust 10 today s artist too often gives himself
the status of man as victim 11 the artist by his own definiseif loather
tion is a victim a martyr a loser a self
leather
ieather a life hater 12
wallace stegner who comes from the west and has
incorrigible hope 13 wants none of this he advises the
western writer to keep his values to hang on to his basic
hopefulness instead of giving it up for a fashionable disgust 14 stegner advises the west s own problems are likely
to be more to the western writer s purpose than any that he
can borrow especially when in borrowing he must deny his
own gods 15
stegner s literary theory and practice do not categorize nicely into any of the traditional groups such as classicism naturalism or realism if one must have such a handle he might
try soldering the word archetypal onto stegner s works but
don t put too much pressure on the handle by overloading the
pan or all your beans will be in the fire labeling stegner s
fictional work with a term which describes literary technique
or type is not the best approach what is needed in stegner s
case is a philosophical focus an examination of stegner s life
and his moral ethical philosophical beliefs
in this short paper one cannot trace the life of stegner
for our purpose we need only say that he had an abnormally
migrant childhood which gave him an acute sense of physical
and moral dislocation because of this moral rootlessness
stegner s writing has taken on the purpose of bringing order
to disorder helping to make this earth a place where children
will not have to experience all the disorder and early sorrow
stegner did from the sorrows of the bleak life on a saskatche
wallace
wailace stegner the sound of mountain water
york doubleday & company 1969 p 184
ibid p 171
ibid p 176
ibid

garden city new

ibid p 185
14
ibid p 182
ibid p 184
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wan farm from the disorder of the sooty life in cities stegner
has tried to find physical and moral order
in wolf willow stegner has said that he ranks fictional
or poetic truth a little above that of historical truth 16 he
felt he could get more truth in a fictionalized account of the
cattle industry on the saskatchewan plains than he could with
any historical summary the personal impetus for stegner s
study and writing of history was his search to find himself and
to know his roots in wolf willow he says 1 I may not know
who 1I am but 1I know where 1I am from 17 historical knowbut the
ledge satisfied his question where am I1 from
is better answered by
more difficult question who am 1I
poetic truth
we read poetry or literature stegner feels primarily
because we are searching for ourselves
in all our wandering
fictional worlds it is probably ourselves we seek 18
through
but we never find ourselves what we do find is how the
author another waif in a bewildering world has made out
to survive and perhaps be at peace 19
out of this belief comes stegner s principal literary theme
the search for individual identity in an early work fire and
ice paul condon unsuccessfully struggles to find himself it s
dian t know myself and the bigpretty clear to me that 1I didn
gest wrong I1 did was not to know myself better 20 at the end
of the novel he leaves salt lake city walking straight east
heading back toward where his countrymen came from with
1 I m going
the resolve to answer the question who am 1I
to do nothing but work and read and think till 1I ve got an
answer of my own that suits me
freshman condon in
21
search of the grail 1121
lyman ward in stegner s latest novel angle of repose
asks the same question why then am I1 spending all this
effort trying to understand my grandparents lives
ilves
lives222212 lyman
wallace stegner wolf willow A history A story and A memory
p 307
of the last plains frontier new york viking press 1962
ibid p 23
croft pa folcroft
Fol
folscroft
folcroft
wallace stegner the writer in america folscroft
Fol croft press
p 12
1969
13
ap 12
ibid pp
1213
wallace stegner fire and ice new york duell sloan and pearce
1941

p 212
ibid p 213

wallace stegner angle

of

repose

new york doubleday

1971

p

439
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ward

is trying to write a history of his grandparents in order

to understand them he hopes that if he understands them
he will understand himself lyman ward s search is not eastward like paul condon s but westward all over the west in
the end their search must be inward but both start their search
as galahads
Galahads of the public library 23
in the libraries these characters find literature and literature for stegner is a lens on life the work of art is not a
gem as some schools of criticism would insist but truly a
lens we look through it for the purified and honestly offered
spirit of the artist 24 literature is a tool by which man can

enlighten himself about the human predicament reading
literature is precisely like the act of putting a smear of culture on a slide for inspection under the microscope 2 5 literature is not life it is a way of seeing life and for stegner it
is the best way As ruth liebowitz says in second growth
but anybody with any sense can learn more from novels than
he can from all the textbooks in your box novels give you
an understanding of people 26
stegner recognizes that literature does have its limitations
A microscope no matter how well it illuminates a particular
problem has a very narrow range of vision its range is limited in proportion to its degree of magnification the writer s
vision is limited by his life by his experience his keenness of
mind and his ability of expression but the most inclusive
vision is not necessarily his aim it is the clearest vision he is
after 27 limited though the microscope and literature may
be they both give a penetrating view of a small part of the
world
certainly no writer can see or know all or get all
life into his fiction his quality will be measured by the
amount he does succeed in getting without blurring the edges
of his simplifying frame 28
stegner realizes that like the microscope art distorts life
unlike the microscope fiction need not always be absolutely
true to fact discussing some factually inaccurate farming
details in on a darkling plain stegner warns that the writer
stegner fire and ice p 213
stegner the writer in america p 13
251
211bid
ibid p 11
wallace stegner second growth boston houghton mifflin co
p 42

stegner
ibid p
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must convince and he must continuously maintain his dramatic
illusion

for he must convince he must drug his reader into complete
acceptance of the premise of his story and maintain his
dramatic illusion by never slipping into inaccuracies of
fact that may haul the reader up short 29

stegner warns that specific facts had better be accurate or the
dramatic illusion may be broken for the informed reader stegner notes the exact date mark twain used in the connecticut yankee that fact is central to the plot mr clemens
would not want to be called on the point by some astrologer
or astronomer
but the greater literary truth of the connecticut yankee
does not rely on an accurate date at all an author can fake
and fake shamelessly the factual materials of a story as long
as the dramatic illusion is maintained and just so long as
the work is true to human experience
for here

is the incontrovertible fact about fiction
that
the details in scene after scene can be faked spurious
or even absolutely false and the validity of the novels
message be unimpeachable 30

stegner cites keats use of cortez instead of balboa to prove
his point that passage for all its spuriousness and in spite
of its bald error says so much and so truly about the essential human qualities of wonder and surprise that the details
131
31
are overlooked 231
in contrast to a historical novelist like vardis fisher stegner makes this suggestion to the writer look up your details when they are important and must be exact but fake
them where hunting them down would be tedious and unyou should spend most of your time most
necessary labor
of your thought on the people the psychological rightness
the ultimate implications of your story
those are things
that cannot be faked skimped or rendered impressionisti
tically
keep the attention focused on the people where
it belongs 32
wallace stegner
1940

truth

&

faking in fiction

writer

53

february

41

ibid p 43
ibid
ibid
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essential truths of literature are not simply historical
facts or ideas ideas says stegner have an important place in
33
fiction
for
subject
matter
best
fiction but ideas are not the
some writers stegner notes begin with ideas and make them
into flesh and blood as nathaniel hawthorne did other writers
start with flesh and blood and let them work themselves out
into ideas as mark twain did 34 regardless of the method
35
no fiction should
is
dramatized
belief
s
the artists
goal
artist
state its meaning flatly it does not state it imitates or reflects and is witnessed 30
for stegner human dramatization is the writer s key tool
chisel a great character and you have great literature

the

oedipus don quixote hamlet ahab huckleberry finn the
meaning of life lies in people literature must be drawn from
cisn t
aily people if fiction isn
ally
aspeci
especially
people places and things especi
people it is nothing and so any fiction writer is obligated to be
to some degree a lover of his fellowmen though he may
like the mormon preacher love some of them a damn sight
better than others 37
even when writing history which he considers a branch
of literature stegner tries to focus on people the spirits and
bodies of william clayton patience loader and margaret
dalglish all come alive in the gathering of zion margaret
stout hearted pioneers of the mordalglish was one of those stouthearted
mon migration who journeyed with the ill fated willie martin
handcart companies stegner describes her actions as she entered and overlooked for the first time the great salt lake
valley
margaret dalglish of the martin company a gaunt image
of scottish fortitude dragged her handful of belongings to
the very rim of the valley but when she looked down and
saw the end of it she did something extraordinary she
tugged the cart to the edge of the road and gave it a push
and watched it roll and crash and burst apart scattering
into emigration canyon the last things she owned on earth
then she went on into salt lake to start the new life with
stegner the writer in america p 7
creative writer as an image maker writer 76
wallace stegner
october 1963 24
to a young writer atlantic 204 november
wallace stegner
1959

89

stegner
stegner
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nothing but her gaunt bones her empty hands her stout
heart 38

quoting joseph conrad stegner says that the task of the
artist is by the power of the written work to make you
hear to make you feel it is before all to make you see 39
creative writing begins in the senses stegner says without senses the writer cannot create images and images are
his only means of making his reader hear and feel and see 40
lyman ward the narrator of angle of repose tries to help
the listener of his tapes see the time and place susan and oliver ward are headed for leadville colorado for the first
time

tiny

figures at the foot of a long rising saddle snowpeaks
north and south another high range across the west the
road crawled toward the place where the saddle emptied into
the sky the wind came across into her face with the taste
of snow in it and not all the glittering brightness of the
snow could disguise the cold that lurked in the air in the
whole bright half created landscape they were the only creatures except for a toy ore wagon that was just starting down
the dugway from the summit 41

if

you have had mountain experience if you have imagination
and if you read carefully you see what is happening
following in the tradition of T E hulme s idea of the
image stegner believes that images concrete things drawn
from experience to symbolize the human truths of experience
are what make the reader see for example in second growth
stegner uses the image of a porcupine trapped in a flashlight
beam to represent a trapped man
the eyes reminded the
old man of the eyes of a porcupine trapped in a flashlight
beam eyes that stared glassily and yet seemed constantly to
swim in every direction at once looking for an escape 42 but
images have their limitations for just as the reader who does
not know how to fish misses the import of eliot s fisher king
fishing after he crosses the waste land the reader who has
never seen a porcupine in a light will not see the effect
stegner recognizes this
literature is a game played be

trail

wallace stegner the gathering of zion the story of the mormon
new york mcgraw hill 1964 pp
ap 255256
255 256
stegner one way to spell man p 44
stegner creative writer as an image maker p 24
stegner angle of repose p 231
stegner second growth p 210
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tween writer and reader both of whom must be products of
essentially similar cultures 43 to be successful the game of
literature must be played by two sympathetic people just as
the writer must be emotionally and intellectually linked with
his materials so must the reader 44 the proof of art for
stegner is in the response in the esthetic experience 45 and
that experience is subjective even somewhat mystical we attempt to analyze the aesthetic experience but ultimately we
cannot explain the reader s experience any more than we can
explain the creative principle or act of the writer 46
the writer s or the reader s aesthetic experience is not subject to empirical measurement art is cumulative unlike science which is progressive ibsen does not replace shakespeare
nor does shakespeare replace aeschylus but harvey does replace galen and einstein does replace newton artistic insights tend to remain discrete they do not necessarily make the
building block of future insights the literary tradition ac47
cumulates less by accrual than by deviation and rebellion 1147
for these reasons anyone who speaks for art must be prenon scientific experience and
pared to assert the validity of nonscientific
the seriousness of non verifiable insight 48
since all fiction begins from the artist s experience stegner feels that a serious artist needs a broad deep experience
with life this experience short of crippling must have hurt
him 49 hurt is not the only word proper here annoyed
or outraged might also be used but stegner s idea is correct A writer must have deeply felt his experiences A writer s
emotions as well as his intellect must be moved before he can
move his readers
in addition to feeling his experience the artist must be a
special kind of person stegner quotes joseph conrad to explain
A novelist who would think himself of a superior essence
1I would
to other men would miss
his calling
ask that in his dealings with mankind he should be capable
stegner one way to spell man p 43
wallace stegner religionalism in art

thorp new york nd
stegner one way to spell man p
461461bid
ibid p 10
bid
lo

thorp and

at

F

ibid p 9
481
411411bid
ibid p lo
10
bid
stegner the writer in america p
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man kinds obscure
of giving a tender recognition to their mankinds
virtues I1 would not have him impatient with their small
I1 would wish him
failings and scornful of their errors
to look with a large forgiveness at mens ideas and prejudices

10
50

stegner s ideal artist is a person of sensibility intelligence but
most important of all a person of artistic and personal control 51 the artist is essentially a common man but a man who
has uncommonly developed humility patience and impartiality
he forgives easily and because he is compassionate rebukes
softly the artist realizes as lyman ward does in angle of
repose that it is love and sympathy which makes him capable
of reconstructing the lives of his grandparents 52
lyman ward is a good example of wallace stegner s idea
of the creative artist As he struggles with the problems of
writing his grandparents history as he struggles with his
dying paralytic body as he struggles to behave properly towards his unfaithful wife we see that lyman has come to realize that most lives are worth living even when they are lives
of quiet desperation
lyman has come to realize that the
point is to do the best one can in the circumstances not the
worst 53
lyman ward unhappy with his present turns to the past
searching for an angle of repose As he studies his grandparents lives he slowly recognizes what caused the slow decay
of their marriage he slowly compiles the cumulative grudges
which caused the decline and fall of their marriage his
grandmother susan burling ward lived for the future all
her married life and what she resisted was being the wife
of a failure and a woman with no home 54 she looked for
her angle of repose in the future but it was not there just
as it is not in lyman ward s past
the term angle of repose is a geologic one which means
the slope angle about 30 at which dirt and pebbles stop
rolling but susan and lyman ward are too alert to the possible figurative human possibilities of the phrase to allow it
to be a mere descriptive term for detrital rest they both ap
ibid p 4
wallace stegner sensibility and intelligence
24
december 1958
stegner angle of repose p 439
stegner mountain water p 184
stegner angle of repose p 277
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ply it to themselves lyman says susan never achieved her
angle of repose as grandmother s biographer id have to
guess she was never really happy after say her thirty seventh
year the last year when she lived an idyll in boise canyon 55
gasn t
susan burling ward was a proud victorian lady why wasn
she happy lyman thinks he knows
because she considered that shed been unfaithful to my
grandfather in thought or act or both because she blamed
because
daugn ter
herself for the drowning of her daughter
she was responsible for the suicide of her lover if he was
her lover because shed lost the trust of her husband and
son 56

earlier lyman had explained susan ward s failure to find
repose in another way she was
a woman who was a perfect lady and a lady who was feeling
eager talented proud snobbish an exiled woman and
fallible and responsible willing to accept the blame for her
actions
she held herself to account and she was terribly

punished

57

but lyman ward could never figure out what the phrase
angle of repose meant for his grandmother except that he
knew the phrase was too good for mere dirt but he knew
what it meant for him
during a moment of depression in a nightmare dream he
once said it meant horizontal permanently 58 later he
recanted this part of his dream and explained
11

some cowardly hopeful geometer in my brain tells me it
is the angle at which two lines prop each other up the
lean
ing together from the vertical which produces the false
leaning
arch for the lack of a keystone the false arch may be
as much as one can expect in this life 59

lyman begins to realize that those final years that susan and
oliver ward spent in zodiac cottage produced a false arch
between them in some quiet non spoken non touching non
kissing way susan and oliver ward had made a kind of
angle of repose an accommodation of sorts while this may
ibid
ibid
ibid
511511bid
ibid
bid
51
51ibid
ibid
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not seem like much maybe thinks lyman maybe this was
all these victorian people needed but a false arch is not
enough for grandson lyman he still searches with his hopeful geometer for the keystone
lyman ward a product of the twentieth century needs to
speak touch to kiss A silent accommodation will be no angle
of repose for him with the inherited pride of his grandmother and the stubbornness of his grandfather he continues
his search for repose As a historian lyman ward looks at
the past and the present seeing the sharp contrasts between his
grandparents life and the present flower children like shelly
rasmussen his secretary assistant lyman does not like the
hippie cult with its utopian dreams because their soft headed
ness irritates me because their beautiful thinking ignores both
history and human nature 60 also lyman thinks that his
wife ellen has become a victim of the casual forni
fornicating
cating of
this generation
lyman notes the failure of previous utopian communities
which the hippie generation unknowingly has copied brook
farm new harmony amana the shakers the icarians the
oneida colony the united order of zion all failed and
why
depravity not that lyman especially cares about
utopian schemes or about reforming hippies he just does not
want to personally repeat failure
shelly rasmussen will not accept lyman s historical arguyou re judging by past history
ment
all history is past
history lyman replies
doesn t have
but it doean
all right
to repeat itself shelly says doesn
doean t it lyman replies well
knowing by this time that his own history is in the final stages
of repeating his grandparents shelly is not convinced she
does not believe history can teach her generation much shelly s
crowd quotes whitman and thoreau to support their beliefs
on nature free love meditation communion and communal
living lyman the scholar debuts
rebuts 1 I never liked whitman 1I
can t help remembering that good old wild thoreau wound up
a tame surveyor of concord house lots shelly does not understand the significance of this what s that supposed to mean
that about thoreau
lyman explains
1I dont
how would I1 know what it means
don t know what
anything means what it suggests to me is that the civiliza
civilize
goi601bid
601
ibid
bid p 518
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tion he was contemptuous of that civilization of men who
lived lives of quiet desperation was stronger than he was
out voted him it swallowed him
and maybe righter it outvoted
in fact and used the nourishment he provided to alter a few
cells in its corporate body it grew richer by him but it
was bigger than he was civilizations grow by agreements
and accommodations and accretions not by repudiations
civilizations grow and change and decline they aren t remade

lyman ward has expressed his own situation he simply cannot reject his wife as young thoreau and the hippie cult reject
you can t retire to weakness lyman
the establishment
says you ve got to learn to control strength 62 lyman must
control his strength not retire to weakness he must not let
stubborness keep
his grandmother s pride or his grandfather s stubbornness
him from making an accommodation with his wife ellen has
made a mistake she may have been living a life of quiet desration she may have a chemical imbalance she may have
peration
pe
been influenced by the present loose sex standards she may
not have relished the idea of living with a paralyzed grotesque
for the next forty years
lyman ward who has yet to figure out for sure why his
wife ran off with his doctor knows only this he must not
repeat his family s history to stop the cycle he will have to
accept the false arch with its modified angle of repose and
quit searching quit hoping for the keystone with this the
tape of the novel ends but ends somewhat ambiguously with
lyman wondering 1 I lie wondering if 1I am man enough to
13
be a bigger man than my grandfather 63
but the ambiguity is not true ambiguity at all after watching lyman ward wrestle with his wheelchair and his marriage
problem for almost six hundred pages the reader knows whatever else lyman ward is he is kind considerate he is a
gentlemen he will accommodate he will accept a modified
angle of repose realizing that maybe this is as much as one
64
can expect in this life 1164
this accommodation says anatole broyard in a review of
angle of repose is regrettable
61 61ibid

ibid p 519
ibid
ibid p 569
ibid p 568
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batchy wife his brash son and
when lyman pardons his bitchy

his gang banging secretary not every reader is going to feel
that he has risen above his distaste for our times whatever
the author intended were more likely to see this last minute
reprieve as a perversion of character a regrettable crumbling
651
of a good crusty character 661

mr broyard

lyman ward still strongly dislikes
much of the 20th century life his cultural tastes have not
changed but his dislike does not mean he should condemn
those things or people he dislikes lyman knows what he dislikes but he also knows what he ought to like he ought to
like whatever is honorable and proper he ought to behave
kindly he ought to love the sinner including himself and
hate the sin
earlier in his review mr broyard states that in sifting
through his grandmother s materials lyman ward was looking not only for a story but for the standard of conduct
conduct whose
loss he feels as keenly as he does that of his leg 60 this is
quite right lyman is determined to behave properly his
grandmother susan ward had told him once 1 I was never
never never to behave beneath myself she had known people
who did and the results were calamitous 67 lyman now understands because of his study that those people who behaved beneath themselves were his grandparents but in spite of their
calamity susan and oliver ward had set an example of civilized conduct they respected each other they treated one
another with a sort of grave infallible kindness 68 lyman
ward follows his grandmother s advice and example this
is the least he and his wife ellen can do for each other be
is wrong

kind
Ly manWard learns that even though he tries never to belymanward

have beneath himself personal disaster and heartbreak will
probably still be his lot but that his grandmother s victorian
principles what mr broyard calls standards of conduct
will guide and sustain him toward a life of muted joy
lyman ward is a good example of wallace stegner s creative artist he is a common man who lives in the world
among people he is a man who matures the strength of his
anatole broyard
march 1971
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imagination among the things of this earth 69 he matures
from a literary craftsman to an artist when he develops pauline
charity when he becomes a compassionate seer
the primary aim of literary art stegner believes is to
celebrate the human spirit
literature today he also
believes has assumed much of the spiritual responsibilities
traditionally belonging to religion literature has become for
the source of wisdom and the receptacle of
many of us
values 70 along with the wisdom and values stegner s theory
of literature also includes an element of mysticism which traditionally belongs to religion neither the creative act nor the
act of reading can ever be reduced to the laws of measurable
science the aesthetic experience is an insight communicated
by example from writer to reader 71 and is never quite explainable
plai nable the writer and the reader are men fishing in obscure depths they are dealers in mystery when the writer
reveals to the reader the truth he has found he is a seer and
stegner quotes conrad again these revelations bind men to
each other
bind together all humanity the dead and the
living and the living to the unborn 72 the creation and
understanding of a piece of literature are mystical experiences
this experience is a kind of private insight by which man gets
eyed73 view of the ambiguities of human life
a clear eyed
stegner the writer in america p 4
stegner one way to spell man p 10
ibid pp
ap 10
1011
lo 11
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